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Abstrat

This PhD thesis presents the studies and the theoretial analyses related to the de-

velopment of a highly e�ient and ontinuous solid-state soure of spatially separated

spin-entangled eletrons as well as nano-devies that allow to detet and investigate en-

tangled eletrons e�etively. That kind of a soure, whih is integrated with other ele-

troni elements and magneti detetors, will have a great impat on the future quantum

proessors development. They an provide, for example, entanglement distribution whih

is essential to synhronize quantum iruits and whih enables seure ommuniation.

The presented study is based on entangled eletrons of Cooper pairs that naturally

our in the ground state of a superondutor. Thanks to the usage of a strong Coulomb

interation in a double quantum dot system the two eletrons of the pair an be spatially

separated. Subsequently, the separated eletrons move towards two di�erent output han-

nels while still maintaining their entanglement. The possibility of using the ferromagneti

eletrodes onneted to eah quantum dot of Cooper pairs splitter, whih an work as

spin detetors transforming the spin information diretly into an eletri urrent due to

a spin-dependents eletroni transport in the ferromagneti materials, was theoretially

studied as well.

The analysis of an e�ieny of the separation of Cooper pairs in systems, where the

quantum dots are onneted to the two superonduting leads, or to the superonduting

and two normal leads was onduted. The otunneling regime, in whih a simultaneous

tunneling of eletron pairs our through the whole system, was thoroughly investiga-

ted. Additionally, the Aharonov-Casher e�et, related to the e�etive spin preession -

a travelling magneti dipole is a�eted by an eletri �eld due to the presene of Rashba

spin-orbit interation, was disussed in this system.

The possibility of using the ferromagneti eletrodes as an e�etive detetor of quan-

tum entanglement was also examined. The model of the future experiments investigating
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the entangled state, with realisti parameters in order to set the proper margins on the

required spin-polarization of the ferromagneti detetors and noise detetion limit, was

shown. Finally, the method of extrating the quantum information using the lassial

quantities as an eletri urrent was demonstrated.

The results presented in this dissertation on�rm the possibility of a pratial applia-

tion of superondutors as a soure of quantum entangled eletrons pairs and indiate the

possibility of experimental detetion of the quantum entanglement state in a solid-state

systems.


